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vertical VOID:    how can vacant space be informed, allocated, and activated architecturally?
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intent + narrative
thesis statement:
Vacancy is inherent in every city around the world.  A massive quantity of useable space lies empty,  while new buildings arise constantly.  This thesis explores 
various opportunites for the occupation, allocation, and activation of these vacant space through architectural intervention.
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initial intent:
[spring 10]
Technology is redefining society.  From the way we communicate to the way we build, work, or even play, our society has embraced the constant 
availability of information and the instance of gratification.  Alongside this ever-increasing dependence, the need for a physical office for many busi-
nesses is decreasing; more people are able to work from home due to the accessibility of communication.  Even the devices through which we 
communicate are become smaller, faster, and more multi-functional every year.  A staggering amount of office space sits empty all over the world, 
especially in urban centers; many buildings have spaces that haven’t even been leased since their construction.  Commercial vacancy rates have 
reached all time highs in urban centers worldwide.  Cities that succumbed to the largest of the building booms of the last five years face the  steep-
est of the vacancy rates as these buildings reach completion.  A healthy rate should fall under ten percent; Dubai, after the bursting of the economic 
bubble, faces an overall vacancy rate of nearly 40%.  Recently completed buildings have the majority of the vacancy - 59% of office space in newly 
finished buildings lies fallow, with more construction headed for imminent completion.  Beijing faces an equally harsh environment: Jack Rodman, 
senior advisor for King & Wood, PRC (People’s Republic of China) Lawyers, has been living in Beijing since 2002, and has catalogued 55 empty 
commercial office buildings in the city’s urban center, with as many as a dozen more teetering on the edge of complete vacancy.  Speculations put 
over half of the city’s commercial space empty.  CB Richard Ellis Group Inc., a real estate brokerage firm who recently compiled figures on com-
mercial vacancy rates in 103 markets worldwide, lists Beijing’s vacancy rate at the end of the third financial quarter of 2009 at 22.4%, ranking 9th in 
the worldwide report.  This figure was prior to the completion of several enormous construction projects, including the 74-story China World Tower 
3.  Even in the US, the numbers do not bode well - the national average for commercial vacancy hit 17% at the end of 2009, the highest this number 
has risen since 1994.
The intent of this proposal is to identify and redefine these superfluous commercial office spaces through the implementation of a modular residential 
architecture system.  Offices are but one in a series of spaces that are leftovers from another need, and must be treated as old factories and ware-
houses have been in recent years – charged with a new purpose.  The same urban centers where offices lie empty often face a parallel problem of a 
lack of affordable housing for  many young professionals employed in the immediate area.   Investigation of the defining characteristics of both the 
urban commercial center and the modular residential environment will provide the basis for development of an architectural solution.  An understand-
ing of the commercial urban environment will allow for identification of factors that must exist in the immediate area to sustain residential life within 
intent + narrative
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the concrete jungle; research into modular residential architecture will foster an understanding of the potential for existing systems to be adapted and 
redesigned to the commercial retail space.
The use of modular residential design is central to this proposal for several reasons.  The creation of a modular system would allow it to be adapted 
and inserted into, hypothetically, any office space that lies fallow.  This would allow the solution to not be limited to the dense urban environment; 
rather, it could be utilized anywhere the need exists to convert vacant commercial office space to more desirable residential units.  This system of 
dwelling will also reflect the growing dependence of our society upon technology.  Through efficiency of space and modular expansion and contrac-
tion, these dwellings will aid in the changing the way people live and work in a shifting world, as well as representing an approach for reducing sprawl 
and pollution in urban areas.  The physical office will never cease existence, yet  the redundancy of the commuter lifestyle only increases daily; 
providing residential locations within the same buildings that fill each day with employees seems the most logical use of the leftover and superfluous 
spaces that are being created everywhere by a changing sense of physical need. 
eventual intent:
Investigation and research into vacancy begun in fall ‘10 immediately influenced the initial proposal.  Vacancy, while increasing somewhat due to 
the technological dependencies of companies, is far more dependent on the real estate market trends and is directly reflective of the economic 
situation of the country.  As a reflection of the ever-shifting economy, vacancy is inherently temporal in nature, therefore the posed solution to the 
thesis question must also instill a temporal nature.  
The first semester focused primarily on research into the commercial office market and occupation of that form of vacancy.  As the year advanced, 
research, reflection, and criticism led to a broadening of the definition of “vacancy” as it pertains to this project - moving from the solely the 
commercial sector and expanding to take in all types of vacancy present in a city: abandoned buildings, defunct construction projects, open land 
space, etc.  The initial project proposal and schematic design therefore has a much different direction than the final design development and docu-
mentation.  However, this thesis matured into a project beyond the final design development, encompassing the ideas and goals of that first project 
proposal as it developed an attitude and stance on the occupation of vacant space.
intent + narrative
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intent + narrative
As research into vacancy began to inform this project, the intent shifted from a direct derivation of a means of housing to the development of a 
system of occupation that could vary not only in location and occupation conditions, but also in programmatic elements and duration of user 
base.
design narrative:
design goals:
_illustrate the possibility of a temporary system of occupation that can adapt to a variety of spatial and programmatic 
  conditions
_investigate the potential of a variety of vacant space types for various occupations
_explore the opportunity for the creative class to act as a catalyst at a scale differing from its usual “creative district” 
  implementation
theoretical exploration:
As architects, we continue to add enclosed spaces to the market in every city on a nearly daily basis, yet millions of square feet 
of viable, designed space lie empty around the world.  While the responsibility of the surplus of leasable square feet is most often 
assumed to be shouldered by the real estate market, as designers, we must as some point begin to ask ourselves if the blame 
for the continued ignorance of this issue of vacancy cannot be laid at our feet.  Spatial needs change with the economy, technol-
ogy, and social needs, but have they changed so much that we cannot even adapt our most versatile spaces to accommodate 
them?  The habits of building new and tearing down the old cannot continue, especially in the densest parts of our cities.  We 
must explore how to adapt to our current situations, and even how to live within the forgotten spaces in the city.  It isn’t hard to 
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look forward to a time when new construction and destruction is no longer tolerated.  The recent economic collapse and this 
period of rebuilding the economy that we are currently in has already illustrated the need to redefine our development principles.  
At what point do we, as architects, have to legitimately redefine our role in our industry?  The changes in our field are already 
evident.  We are a luxury, no longer necessary to the building process - yet the architecture field remains the source of some of 
the most innovative approaches to social, economic, and urbanistic problems around the world.  
This thesis seeks ways to redefine the role of the architect in a city through the exploration of existing vacant spaces and strate-
gies for their occupation and allocation.
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research + analysis
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research + analysis
DROSSCAPES accumulate in the wake of the socio- and spatio-economic processes of deindustrialization, post-Fordism, and technological innovation.
DROSSCAPES are interstitial.
          The designer integrates waste landscapes left over from any form or type of development.
DROSS is understood as a natural component of every dynamically evolving city.
As such it is an indicator of healthy urban growth.
-ALAN BERGER
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research + analysis
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at the end of the second fiscal quarter of this year, 746.9 million square feet 
        of rentable office space sat empty in the US
of that number, 223.7 million is in the central business district (CBD) of a city
 and the other 523.2 million is in the suburban markets that surround those CBDs
     the vacancy rate inversely impacts the effective rent per sq ft,
driving it down and increasing the number of buildings with distressed mortgages
the lowest effective rent is still $0
                                       and occurs when offices are   empty
source: REIS
source: reuters
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research + analysis
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT OFFICE VACANCY RATE in 20 US cities
14.2%
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT OFFICE VACANCY RATE in 20 US cities
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
12.7%
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT OFFICE VACANCY RATE in 20 US cities
10.1%
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT OFFICE VACANCY RATE in 20 US cities
10.6%
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT OFFICE VACANCY RATE in 20 US cities
11.0%
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT OFFICE VACANCY RATE in 20 US cities
11.9%
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT OFFICE VACANCY RATE in 20 US cities
13.9%
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT OFFICE VACANCY RATE in 20 US cities
15.0%
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT OFFICE VACANCY RATE in 20 US cities
15.6%
SUBURBAN OFFICE VACANCY RATE in 20 US cities
17.1%
SUBURBAN OFFICE VACANCY RATE in 20 US cities
14.9%
SUBURBAN OFFICE VACANCY RATE in 20 US cities
11.9%
14.1%
14.5%
SUBURBAN OFFICE VACANCY RATE in 20 US cities
17.0% 18.3% 18.9%
Initial research cataloged and analyzed the commercial va-
cancy rates in the central business districts and suburbs 
of 20 major US cities.
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COMPARATIVE OFFICE VACANCY RATE in 10 US cities
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 201010
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research + analysis
PHOENIX DALLAS ST. LOUIS DETROITSEATTLE PHOENIX DALLAS ST. LOUIS DETROITSEATTLE PHOENIX DALLAS ST. LOUIS DETROITSEATTLE PHOENIX DALLAS ST. LOUIS DETROITSEATTLE SEATTLE PHOENIX DALLAS ST. LOUIS
Eventually the field of 20 was narrowed down to 5 cities 
which showed interesting trends or high numbers of vacan-
cy.  Various other factors were taken into account towards 
an eventual site selection for a prototypical exploration of 
vacancy occupation.  Chicago emerged as the front runner 
among the 5 remaining cities - it has a mid-range vacancy 
rate, high density, mid to high unemplyoment rate, and a 
wealth of tall buildings in the downtown area.
commercial vacancy rates apartment vacancy rates population density population and growth unemployment rate
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DETROIT has experienced a major jump in unemployment in the last two years, hitting a high of 17.7% in July 2009,
nearly double the US average.  However, the apartment vacancy rate has remained comparatively low, at 7.3% YTD.
7.3%
25.5%
14.4%
15.2%
ST. LOUIS has a central business district office vacancy rate that is consistently much higher than
the suburban office vacancy rate.  The suburban market has been consistent, and is currently 4.5
points lower than the national average.  This indicates issues in the CBD, but also a great potential
for development of unused space.
DETROIT has registered a declining population for the last twenty years.
-3.5% (00-09)
CHICAGO
PHOENIX
DALLAS
ST. LOUIS
DETROIT
PHOENIX is the 2nd largest city by population in the group, and shows the
most growth over the last 20 years.  It is also the least dense, with only
3,032 people per square mile.  Even with the massive growth in popu-
lation, the apartment and office vacancy rates have remained well above
the US average for the last 3 years.
12.1%
39% growth 00-09
While office vacancy rates in both the central business district and the suburbs of DALLAS 
consistently remain among the highest in the nation, the city is also experiencing the 
second strongest job market growth and projection in the country, with an unemployment 
rate 1.2 percentage points below average and and an addition of 39,800 jobs by the end 
of the year.
8.5%
CHICAGO, a historically strong market, has experienced a continual rise in the vacancy rate of the both CBD and the suburbs
in the last few years, likely due to the large amount of speculative construction coming to completion there.  However, it is
also the most populous and the most dense of the 5 cities studied, and has the lowest apartment vacancy rate at 6.7%
16.6%
23.4%
DALLAS CBD office vacancy rate has consistently
been nearly double the US average.  It is currently
the highest in the nation at 30.1%
30.1%
These 5 cities account for nearly 10% of the 3/4 billion square feet of vacant office space in the US, totalling nearly 64.2 million square feet.
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research + analysis
Parallel to the analysis of vacancy rates throughout the united states, I was also investigating the typology of commercial office buildings.  These investigations led 
to three basic categorizations - the suburban office park, the urban-edge miniscraper, and the urban not-so-highrise.  Research indicated the latter of these three 
would be the most successful building type to move forward with as a site condition.  The transit access, dense urban surroundings, and continually high vacancy 
rates of this type made it ideal for this thesis.
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research + analysis
urban edge MINI-SCRAPER
urban NOT-SO-HIGHRISE
sub_urban office PARK _3-15 story
_often campus style with multiple buildings and walkways between
_parking lots generally approximately 5x floorplate size
_drive-to-work - no transit, no pedestrian access
-often near/adjacent to freeways
_larger floorplate, often multiple cores
_30+ story
_urban, CBD context, generally surrounded by structures larger than it
_not the flashiest or newest office buiding in area
_walkability, “downtown” atmosphere, transit access
_less amenities immediately available usually
_smaller floorplate, less depth to deal with
_20+ story
_urban, CBD context, surrounded by built structures
_often located on the edge of the CBD
_walkability, transit access, “urban lifestyle”
_generally tallest (or nearly) building in appoximately 10+ block radius
_smaller floorplate, less depth to deal with
OFFICE BUILDING TYPES
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urban edge MINI-SCRAPER
_20+ story
_urban context, surrounded by built structures
_often located on the edge of the CBD or in proximal suburb
_walkability, transit access, “urban lifestyle”
_generally tallest (or nearly) building in appoximately 10+ block radius
_smaller floorplate, less depth to deal with
depth of floorplate generally 20’-40’, can be deeper in this version due to lack of immediatly surrounding buildings of significan height
single larger core housing all circulation and mechanical, serves as shear resistance
structural module, repetitive, consistent structure, steel frame or concrete
urban edge office tower_clayton, missouri (suburb of st. louis)
multiple cores, smaller, less capacity for vertical circulation required, external staircase
often included
large quantities of surface parking, often a 4-6 story parking structure as well
sub_urban office PARK
_3-15 story
_often campus style with multiple buildings and landscaped walkways between
_parking lots generally approximately 4x floorplate size
_drive-to-work - no transit, no pedestrian access
-often near/adjacent to freeways
_larger floorplate, often multiple cores
typical campus-style contemporary office park_walnut creek california
greater allowable depth - up to 60’
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urban NOT-SO-HIGHRISE
_30+ story
_urban, CBD context, generally surrounded by structures larger than it
_not the flashiest or newest office buiding in area
_walkability, “downtown” atmosphere, transit access
_less amenities immediately available usually
_smaller floorplate, less depth to deal with
depth of floorplate generally 20’-40’
single larger core housing all circulation and mechanical
structural module, repetitive, consistent structure, steel frame or concrete
downtown seattle_not-so-highrise office building
proximity to other tall buildings creates issues of daylighting
at levels appropriate to residential development
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existing used offices
residential infill
public amenities
zones of flexibility
Initial programmatic interpretations looked at a system of reorganization of 
the tenant-occupied space in the building and the insertion of housing and 
adjacent appropriate programs through a flexible and adaptable system of 
occupation.
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research + analysis
PHENOMENAL EXPERIENCES OF A CITY
LOGISTICS OF RESIDENTIAL STABILITY
SUPPLEMENTAL PROGRAM NEEDS
employment
income
transportation
access
egress
parking
security
HOUSING
OFFICE
natural light
community
nature
recreation
dining
grocery
coffee
culture
motion
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site: CHICAGO
With Chicago chosen as the site for the prototypical exploration of this thesis, research shifted to the city and 
its masterplans, proposals, and programs that were relevant to the project
site research
CENTRAL AREA PLAN
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site research
CHICAGO CLIMATE ACTION PLAN
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site research
ENERGY
identify and implement
new and creative technologies
of energy conservation and
prodution in the urban core
BUILDINGS
URBAN MATRIX
discourage new construction
and retrofit existing buildings
to increase energy efficiency
and reduce consumption
increase residential population of
Loop by diversifying building
use to include a range of 
residential markets and education
systems to accomodate for
higher densities and adapting
disused office space for new
purposes
MOBILITY
increading pedestrian mobility in 
the urban core through a system 
of pedways - on grade and below
ground - to increase walkability of 
Loop
decarbonization plan for chicago’s loop
adrian smith + gordon gill
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research + analysis
site research
Proposals for reaching the carbonization levels laid out by the chicago climate 
action plan and the creation of a walkable, livable loop.  This project illustrated 
chicago’s desire to diversity the downtown programmatically in a new way - it 
showed the city center as a much more viable neighborhood.
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site research
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CABRINI ST
TAYLOR ST      
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GRENSHAW ST
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WASHINGTON BLVD
W MADISON ST
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UBBARD ST
ILLINOIS ST
OHIO ST
ONTARIO ST
ERIE ST
HURON ST
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OAK ST
MAPLE ST
ELM ST
W GRAND AVE
UBBARD ST
ILLINOIS ST
OHIO FEEDER XR
OHIO ST
ONTARIO ST
ERIE ST
HURON ST
SUPERIOR ST
CHICAGO AVE
CHESNUT ST
LOCUST ST
WENDELL ST
HILL ST
ELM ST With the first site visit to Chicago, I sought out commercial office 
buildings built between 1950 and 1985 with high vacancy levels 
and poor climactic performance.  These became potential sites 
for implementation of the system of occupation, as conceived of 
in the first semester.
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site research
EDUCATION
CULTURAL
PARKING
GROCERY
FARMERS MARKET
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EISENHOWER EXPY
W HARRISON ST
VERNON PARK PL
LEXINGTON ST
POLK ST
CABRINI ST
TAYLOR ST      
DEKOVEN ST
GRENSHAW ST
EISENHOWER EXPY
WASHINGTON BLVD
W MADISON ST
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UBBARD ST
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OHIO ST
ONTARIO ST
ERIE ST
HURON ST
SUPERIOR ST
CHICAGO AVE
CHESNUT ST
DELAWARE PL
OAK ST
MAPLE ST
ELM ST
W GRAND AVE
UBBARD ST
ILLINOIS ST
OHIO FEEDER XR
OHIO ST
ONTARIO ST
ERIE ST
HURON ST
SUPERIOR ST
CHICAGO AVE
CHESNUT ST
LOCUST ST
WENDELL ST
HILL ST
ELM STThese potential sites were narrowed down to three buildings in par-
ticular, show here in red, and each was analyzed as it relates to its 
contextual adjacencies in downtown Chicago.  
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research + analysis
site research
FACTS: architect - skidmore, owings, merrill
year - 1963
owner - marc realty
height - 194 ft
floors - 16 (1 below grade)
floor plate - 60’ x 147’
steel structure
steel and glass curtain wall
rentable area - floor - 8,200 sf
     total - 160,000 sf
     available today - 38,400 sf
no water view
never renovated, original HVAC system and single pane facade
444 N MICHIGAN
HOME FEDERAL BUILDING
CNA CENTER
FACTS: architect - perkins + will
year - 1976
owner - gll properties
height - 444.23 ft
floors - 36
floor plate - approx. 200’ x 75’
concrete structure
concrete facade
elevators - 10 passenger, 2 freight
ceiling height - 8‘6”
rentable area - floor - 15,096 sf
   total - 506, 883 sf
   available today - 122,000 sf
lake and river views above 10th floor (limited below)
renovated in early 80’s, lobby and entrance
renovated in 2004, new, efficient HVAC system
entrances on both upper and lower michigan levels
FACTS: architect - graham, anderson, probst, & white
year - 197
owner - yet unknown
height - 601 ft
floors - 44
floor plate - approx. 240’ x 135’
steel structure
steel and glass curtain wall
rentable area - floor - ~ 31,275 sf
     total - 1.1 million sf
     available today - unknown
lake and river views above 14th floor
renovated in 1999, after glass from windows fell
and killed pedestrian
iconic appearance in skyline
three potential sites
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research + analysis
site research
444 N MICHIGAN AVE
HOME FEDERAL BUILDING - 11 E ADAMS
CNA CENTER - 333 S WABASH
POTENTIAL SITE SELECTION
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research + analysis
site research
Eventually 444 n michigan was chosen as the prototypi-
cal site to move forward with as the December review ap-
proached.  it has had a vacancy rate consistently above 
30%, despite prime location on Michigan avenue and mul-
tiple facelifts and remodels.
typical floor plan
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research + analysis
program/precedent research
“DISCOVER ART IN UNEXPECTED PLACES!”
inits first art season, the Chicago Loop Alliance has transformed vacant storefronts throughout the loop into temporary and mobile art galleries
The interest in the cultural class as a catalyst for va-
cant spaces began with the discovery of the pop-up art 
loop program in Chicago.  The Chicago loop alliance’s 
program fills vacant storefronts and ground level office 
spaces in downtown Chicago with temporary art exhibits 
and installations.  The program, in its first year, has been 
phenomenally successful at both instilling the variety of 
programmatic development desired in the area and in 
activating and instilling new life into vacant, undesirable 
spaces.
This began a search for other temporary uses of space by 
the creative class.  Artists, by nature, seek out innovative 
uses of space.  These became precedents for an investi-
gation into programming vacant space
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program/precedent research
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current pop-up gallery locations
LLTURA
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program/precedent research
EICHBAUMOPER (OAK TREE OPERA)
6.24.09 - 7.4.09
_Eichbaum (oak tree) cross point and station is located
between the cities of Essen and Mülheim, Germany
_isolated in a triangle between motorways A40 and B1
_known for frequent “vandelism, assaults, and rapes”
_temporarily transformed into an outdoor opera house
   with bar and restaurant brought into site
_compositions and libretti written for location and used
local residents as inspiration and players of parts
_performances occured on station platform, with
                                                             metro trains and cars passing by as a part of the performance
bar and restaurant housed in structures assembled off-site station platform as stage and musicians area
seating temporarily constructed between platform and ground level
Eichbaumoper and Tacheles are both examples 
of successful temporary occupation of space. 
These and other examples illustrated the power 
of using empty spaces atypically and how this 
could influence the communities surrounding 
them.
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KUNSTHAUS TACHELES 
_former department store in Jewish quarter of Berlin
_served as Nazi prison during WWII, partially destroyed by 
bombings, but structurally sound
_taken over by artists on February 13, 1990, two months
before planned demolition
_occupied by Künstlerinitative Tacheles (Artist’s Initiative 
Berlin) ever since
_contains 2 bars, back garden, a restaurant, street level artists’ shops, cinema, theater, and 31 studios 
_visited by 300,000 tourists annually
_the ten-year lease, negotiated in 1998 for a remarkable 50 euro cents per year, expired at the end of 
2008, and building now occupies valuable land in Berlin’s chic Mitte district 
       the future of the project is unknown.
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PALLOTTA TEAMWORKS OFFICE   wilkinson architects, l.a.
_offices for charity event production company created within LA warehouse space
_interstitial spaces are treated as the public circulation and common space
_program housed within containers and combinations of containers
_used tents to create “breathing islands” to minimize need to condition all space
research + analysis
program/precedent research
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program/precedent research
MVP office space
_Orange County printing company converted part of warehouse 
space into private offices
_10-20’ shipping containers used to house small, climate-controlled 
program within larger space
_added sliding glass doors, porthole windows, and individual 
A/C units
_each office space configured and furnished for between 
$3,000 and $4,000
The second type of precedents that was ex-
plored were spaces that explored the use of in-
terstitial space within a larger space.  Both of 
these projects use shipping containers to con-
tain the actual programmatic elements, but allow 
for a less programmed universal space in be-
tween the contained boxes.  This idea of insert-
ing self-standing program units into an existing 
space became the conceptual approach for the 
first semester schematic proposal
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conceptual design
As the project moved forward into the conceptual de-
sign towards the end of the first semester, two themes 
emerged.  The first was this idea of filling these already es-
tablished spaces with self-contained programmatic units 
of varying type.  This was a way of dealing with the mobil-
ity and temporality of the system and its ability to adapt to 
different shapes and sizes of existing vacant spaces.  The 
second was the programmatic concept.  The diagram to 
the right illustrates the basic programmatic concept as it 
relates  to a city as a whole.
Vacant spaces are scattered throughout the city.  They vary 
in shape, size, duration, and occupancy terms.  The goal 
of this project was never to solve the issue of vacancy; 
rather it seeks to explore ways of occupying a flexible por-
tion of the available vacant space in some way - activating 
it atypically in order to provide viable space to those who 
otherwise would have the opportunity and potentially act-
ing as a catalyst for the space or building itself.
At this point, it was necessary to define a programmatic 
intent to bring into the final semester review.  The interest 
in the creative class as a catalyst for healthy development 
in a city became the driving force behind the program pro-
posal.  
program: artist-in-residency with contained studio/living 
units and larger studio spaces, including performance 
spaces and theaters; other units would provide ameni-
ties to encourage public participation - bars/restaurants 
to support performances and public art exhibitions, and 
a grocery/market aspect to provide amenities not immedi-
ately available in the loop
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THEATER/PERFORMANCE SPACE
RESTAURANT
ART GALLERY/STUDIO
GROCERY/MARKET
BAR
HOUSING
VACANT
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scaffolding must be tied into the wallas it rises against 
a building
 types of connections:
  >through ties - cross tube in structure
    openings
  >box ties - transoms wrapped around
    suitable pillar/column
  >anchor ties - bolted directly into
    structure (pictured above)
COUPLERS: right-angle swivel putlog joint pin
typical module of assembly -- widths and lengths of module vary according to load, job, and height
SCAFFOLD
>universal connection mechanisms
>universal pipe diameter: 48.3 mm
>infinite assembly combinations and site-specific adaptation
Scaffolding was explored as a precedent for a uni-
versal system that adapts to individual site condi-
tions.  This was the start of looking for a way that 
this system of occupation could adapt to various 
buildings yet remain overall reusable and stan-
dardized.
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DETERMINE VALUE OF FACADE
EVALUATE BUILDING STRUCTURE AND SPACE
REODER AND REPURPOSE
EDIT AS NECESSARY
DETERMINE VALUE OF FACADE
  1. preserve, work beneath
   (iconic)
  2. peel away, preserve parts
   (legacy)
  3. remove and replace
   (regenerate)
DETERMINE VALUE OF FACADE
  1. preserve, work beneath
  
  2. peel away, preserve parts
   (legacy)
  3. remove and replace
   (regenerate)
DETERMINE VALUE OF FACADE
  1. preserve, work beneath
  (iconic)
  2. peel away, preserve parts
   (legacy)
  3. remove and replace
   (regenerate)
DETERMINE VALUE OF FACADE
  1. preserve, work beneath
   (iconic)
  2. peel away, preserve parts
   (legacy)
  3. remove and replace
   (regenerate)
While the program became a highly interior solution for the project, 
there was still the question of leaving a legacy on the exterior of 
the building.  Early on, several methods of editing the facade were 
explored, illustrated on these pages.  Eventually, it was decided that 
this much more permanent approach to addressing the facade was 
disjointed from the overall intent of the project, and it was aban-
doned as superficial.
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DETERMINE VALUE OF FACADE
EVALUATE BUILDING STRUCTURE AND SPACE
REODER AND REPURPOSE
EDIT AS NECESSARY
DETERMINE VALUE OF FACADE
EVALUATE BUILDING STRUCTURE AND SPACE
REODER AND REPURPOSE
EDIT AS NECESSARY
DETERMINE VALUE OF FACADE
EVALUATE BUILDING STRUCTURE AND SPACE
REODER AND REPURPOSE
EDIT AS NECESSARY
conceptual design
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DETERMINE VALUE OF FACADE
EVALUATE BUILDING STRUCTURE AND SPACE
REODER AND REPURPOSE
EDIT AS NECESSARY
DETERMINE VALUE OF FACADE
EVALUATE BUILDING STRUCTURE AND SPACE
REODER AND REPURPOSE
EDIT AS NECESSARY
DETERMINE VALUE OF FACADE
EVALUATE BUILDING STRUCTURE AND SPACE
REODER AND REPURPOSE
EDIT AS NECESSARY
what happens to what i cut out?
can it be reused?
conceptual design
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concept diagram for first semester proposal
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the ship in a bottle represents something inside of a space 
that seems as though it couldn’t have physically been pos-
sible.  This illusion transformed into this idea of creating these 
prefabricated, contained programmatic units that fit into the 
existing buildings by disassembling and reassembling inside 
of the space, thus seeming a physical impossibility.
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RESTAURANT BAR THEATER/CINEMA HOUSING GROCERY/MARKETART GALLERY/STUDIO
:PROGRAM
conceptual design
These diagrams explored the idea of inserting the individualized 
programmatic units into existing vacant spaces, and began to 
look at methods of actually moving these things into the build-
ings.  At this point, the idea of a temporary exterior elevator 
began to emerge as a way to solve the issue of inconsistent 
elevator sizes and constraints of doorways and stairwells.
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RESTAURANT
BAR
THEATER
HOUSING
PROGRAM INSERTION
ART GALLERY/STUDIO
LOBBY
GROCERY/MARKET
conceptual design
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INTERSTITIAL SPACE 
               between programmed units becomes collaborative and unprogrammed space
temporary stage
THEATER/
WORKSPACE
BAR/CAFE
LIVING UNIT
LIVING UNIT
LIVING UNITVINGLI
UNIT
NGLIVI
UNIT
LIVING
UNIT
LIVING
UNIT
LIVING
UNIT
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As these programmed units began to develop, the project returned to its 
prototypical site at 444 n. Michigan ave.  exploration now focused on 
this idea of an interstitial, unprogrammed tissue that existed between the 
programmatic units as they were inserted into the building.  The units 
were independent of the structure of the building and could essential 
exist at any location among the column grid on the open floorplate.  This 
series of diagrammatic plans below illustrates a small variety of possible 
arrangements.  The red indicates the interstitial space created.
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public gathering space for events -- theater, gallery, “first thursday”
semi-private COLLABORATIVE work space for artists-in-residence
semi-private ‘greenhouse’ area for residents -- operable windows, garden planters
bar/cafe functions daily, inviting public into experience ACTIVATION of the space
temporary stage
THEATER/
WORKSPACE
BAR/CAFE
LIVING UNIT
LIVING UNIT
LIVING UNITVINGLI
UNIT
NGLIVI
UNIT
LIVING
UNIT
LIVING
UNIT
LIVING
UNIT
INTERSTITIAL SPACE 
This diagram explored programmatic potential 
within the interstitial space - illustrating ways 
that this space could be activated based on 
the type of programmatic units surrounding it.
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performance/workspace schematic
temporary stagetemporary, foldable seating area
THEATER/WORKSPACE
--soundproofing contained within the interior 
   construction of the panels
STAGE!
backdrop of stage is city beyond
collapsable system for seating, stackable chairs
acoustic treatment and light systems built into ceiling panels of system
performance/workspace schematic
Two unit types were focused on for the final review of first se-
mester.  The first was the theater/performance space.  This 
would be a small venue that featured collapsible and removable 
seating and a modular stage, allowing the space to be trans-
formed from an open workspace to a viable performance space 
quickly.  The unit would have soundproofing and acoustic prop-
erties built into its individual panels. and the lighting and sound 
systems attached into these panels as well, and eventually into 
the existing ceiling grid in the office space.
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liviing unit schematic
prefabricated private living unit -- 300-400 sf
to reassemble in vacant office space
ends - folding transparent or translucent wall
-- allow light penetration
wall and ceiling panels, floor unneccesary -- installed on finished floors
liviing unit schematic
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services and functions are contained within individual wall panels:
KITCHEN JUST WALLBATHROO
M
The second unit type proposed was the living/studio unit. 
This unit also disassembled into a series of wall panels. 
These panels would contain programmatic necessities, such 
as bathroom and kitchen facilities, within them, yet maintain 
a universal connection system.  The units were open on ei-
ther end with only translucent wall systems to encourage the 
transmittance of natural light while maintaining a sense of 
enclosure and privacy.
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This image illustrates the idea of the studio/living units and the interstitial spaces created between them.  This space would be an active and collaborative environment, as well as 
serving as an informal exhibition space during public events.
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activated interstitial space
conceptual design
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EXTERIOR ELEVATOR
conceptual design
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exterior elevator as branding
conceptual design
These images and drawings illustrate the concept of the exterior 
elevator.  The elevator would serve as the means of inserting the 
programmatic units into the building through the facade, thus en-
abling them to disassemble in larger, standardized pieces.  It would 
also provide access to the newly created public spaces at hours 
independent of the existing function of the building, such as evening 
performances in the small venues, or temporary “pop-up” restau-
rants.  Finally, the elevator would also act as a means of advertising 
and generating interest in the project.   Structurally, it uses a modi-
fied version of the structure of a construction elevator that attaches 
into the facade of the building.
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[pause for re-evaluation]
The previous few pages represent the schematic design presented at the December review. 
At this point, the direction for the next semester was to continue development of the individ-
ual program units and work into the details of how they connected, provided the necessary 
amenities, tapped into the electrical and plumbing systems, etc.  However, discussion and 
criticism at the review led to a necessary reevaluation of the project direction.
The bulk of the criticism at the review focused on the idea of the individual prefabricated 
units and their independence from the already established space.  The office spaces are 
already universal spaces - they have been intentionally designed to adapt to whatever situ-
ation necessary.  They are in many cases already finished space, and in all cases, condi-
tioned and enclosed spaces.  Thus, the proposal of these units was criticized as “reinvent-
ing the wheel” - recreating enclosure within already enclosed spaces through a complicated 
and expensive prefabricated system.  It was also pointed out that this proposal was simply 
the subdivision of space, and that the most universal and cheapest system of subdividing 
space already existed - the 2x4 and drywall.
The second major criticism was that through the research and exploration of office build-
ing type and vacancy, it had essentially been proven that the spaces are so universally 
adaptable that the proposal for designing some system to insert into them was redundant 
and therefore unnecessary.  “You have just proven that it is not necessary to continue this 
project.”
With these and other points of criticism raised, it became obvious that the proposal was 
indeed flawed and needed reflection upon if it was to move forward successfully into the 
next semester.
At the beginning of the second semester, the reevaluation of the first semester’s work 
had led to the development of a new strategy.  The project essentially divided into the two 
pieces - the temporary system of allocating vacant space, and the more permanent archi-
tectural realization of reappropriating space in 444 N. Michigan for the original program.
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PERMANENT SEMI-PERMANENT
ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE
HOUSING UNITS
300-350 SQ FT EACH
VACANT OFFICE SPACE
ACCESSED AND ALLOCATED
THROUGH DATABASE AT 
HEADQUARTERS
-ARTIST STUDIOS
-CLASSROOMS
-CREATIVE START-UPS
-(undefined)
PUBLIC EXHIBITIONS
OF ACTIVATED SPACE
PARTICIPATING BUILDINGS
HAVE MOBILE EXHIBITION/
GALLERY IN LOBBY LEVEL
OR VACANT RETAIL SPACE
TO ILLUSTRATE PROGRAM’S
OCCUPATION OF VACANCY
444 N MICHIGAN AVE.
CONFERENCE/MEETING ROOM(S)
2-3 PERMANENT CLASSROOMS/WORKROOMS
OFFICESRECEPTION AREA
WORKSHOP - INCLUDING METAL AND WOODSHOP
PUBLIC SPACE/EVENT SPACE
PUBLICLY ACCESSIBLE DATABASE
GALLERY/PERFOMANCE SPACE
ARTIST IN RESIDENCE LIVING/DINING/KITCHEN
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currently: public lobby/starbucks
TEMPORARILY VACANT 
SPACE WITHIN THE BUILD-
ING CAN BE FED INTO DATA-
BASE AND OCCUPIED BY 
“ACTIVATORS” AS ANY 
OTHER SPACE THROUGHOUT 
THE CITY
ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE HOUS-
ING UNITS ARE SEMI-
PERMANENT:
NUMBER CAN FLUCTUATE 
ACCORDING TO 
SUPPLY/DEMAND AND OFFICE 
MARKET IN BUILDING
ARTISTS HOUSING SOCIAL 
SPACE IS PERMANENT, 
INCLUDING LARGE GROUP 
KITCHEN/DINING/LIVING 
AREA
MAIN PERMANENT PROGRAM ELE-
MENTS OCCUPY CONTIGUOUS 
BLOCK OF BUILDING.
ADMINISTRATION FACILITIES FOR PROGRAM:
-CONFERENCE/MEETING ROOM(S)
-OFFICES
-SOCIAL PUBLIC/EVENT SPACE
-RECEPTION
-PUBLICLY ACCCESSIBLE DATABASE OF VACANCY
-CONSULTATION AREAS FOR POTENTIAL ‘ACTIVATORS”
-GALLERY/PERFORMANCE SPACE
STREET LEVELS INCLUDE A PUB-
LICLY AVAILABLE INDICATION OF 
THE PROGRAM HOUSED IN THIS 
BUILDING - SMALL 
GALLERY/EXHIBITION SPACE, 
SEPARATE ENTRANCE FOR RESI-
DENTS,  ETC.
WORKSHOP/WOOD SHOP OCCU-
PIES PARTIAL SUB-LEVEL, BUT WITH 
EXPOSURE TO SECONDARY STREET 
LEVEL AT ILLINOIS
OFFICES/STORAGE
OFFICES/CLASSROOMS
CONFERENCE ROOMS/CLASSROOMS
CLASSROOMS/CONSULTATION AREAS
OFFICES/VACANCY DATABASE ACCESS
VACANCY DATABASE ACCESS/RECEPTION
private program elements galleries/per
& event spac
private living/dining/kitchen area for residents
public space/atrium
exposed elements of program - shop/large workspaces
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private residential elements
private administration/offices
galleries/perfomance/event spaces
public atrium/s-bux/cafe
large workspaces/workshops
ILLINOIS
MIC
HIG
AN 
AVE
.
These diagrams illustrate the new architectural proposal 
for occupying the site at 444 n. Michigan.  They were 
produced early in the second semester in response 
to the reevaluation of the project.  This program was 
almost identical to the original program from the first 
semester -- artist-in-residency, gallery, workspaces, as 
well as a new public atrium and cafes at street level. 
Also, there was the element of the offices and adminis-
tration area - this is where the second piece of the new 
proposal emerged in this site.  This area would serve as 
the headquarters for the database of vacancy - essen-
tially match.com for building vacancy.
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galleries and peformance/event spaces are housed in a volume exposed
both inside and outside the building - it exists independently of the current
floor system and emerges oustide of the existing facade
ILLINOIS
MIC
HIG
AN 
AVE
.
-lower street-level houses working elements of art program - workshops/wood and
metal shops - exposed to public floor above
-private entrance for residential portion of program
ILLINOIS
MIC
HIG
AN 
AVE
.
private program is housed in rear portion of floors 2-6
including offices, conference, classrooms, database, consultation
areas, storage, etc.
ILLINOIS
MIC
HIG
AN 
AVE
.
ground floor returned to public - opened to Michigan streetfront
Starbucks and Corner Bakery reintegrated into open-plan 2-3 story atrium
floor cut away in areas to reveal workshops below
ILLINOIS
MIC
HIG
AN 
AVE
.
-residential units do not have individual kitchens - instead the living/dining/kitchen
areas are housed on an individual floor - 7
-top of gallery volume is exposed in part of the space, creating a social “pit”
ILLINOIS
MIC
HIG
AN 
AVE
.
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conceptual renderings for previous scheme
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VACANCY ALLOCATION DATABASE
what kind of space do YOU need?
!
http://www.bldgvacancy.com< >
BLDGvacancy.com
vacant spaces are documented and analyzed for occupation potential and added to online database
The vacancy allocation database was the reinterpre-
tation of the idea of temporarily occupying vacant 
space throughout the city.  As it began to develop, 
it became obvious that the idea of vacancy extended 
beyond just the commercial market.  Thus, the da-
tabase not only catalogues the vacant commercial 
space in the city, but also the abandoned buildings, 
defunct construction projects, etc.  
With this expansion also came the realization that 
perhaps the architectural proposal from the previous 
pages was again misdirected.
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VACANCY ALLOCATION DATABASE
what kind of space do YOU need?
?
chicaco public school system investigates temporary charter schools in the urban core, integrating other temporary space occupants and allieving
the lack of available schools in the city center
http://www.bldgvacancy.com< >
BLDGvacancy.com
artists and creative upstarts desire affordable space amidst the heart and soul of urban life, apply for studio/office spaces
other parties learn of database and have temporal spatial needs in the city center -- temporary architecture studio, one month youth retreat, massive document
storage, storage of temporary occupation system, etc
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With the expansion of the scope of vacancy as is 
pertains to this project, it became apparent that the 
final architecture actualization had to more accurately 
represent the idea of temporarily occupying vacant 
space it a city.
The database allowed to the allocation of those with 
spatial needs to appropriate spaces, but where within 
the database was the most potential for architectural 
intervention and innovation?  The finished spaces 
had already proven a futile site condition, as they are 
universally adaptable by nature of their initial design. 
Completed but abandoned buildings suggested more 
of an architectural opportunity, but again the solu-
tions tended to be more internal and permanent.  It 
is the unfinished buildings, the defunct and bankrupt 
construction projects that hold the most potential for 
temporary architectural intervention.  These projects 
are black holes in the fabric of a city, everyday imag-
es of the failure of our economy and constant remind-
ers of the instability of the market.  If these could be 
activated temporarily until their eventual completion, 
perhaps this negativity could be eradicated.
With this realization, the site at 444 N. Michigan 
and all its various proposals was abandoned, and a 
search for a new site began.
Conceptually, the project became about taking the 
idea of site as a blank slate and rotate it vertically - 
the site becomes the surface of the unfinished build-
ing within the urban fabric, masking and infilling it 
programmatically.
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Waterview tower was a proposed 90-story residential/
hotel tower on Wacker drive, the newest addition to the 
“Wacker wall”.  it fell into bankruptcy in early 2008, clos-
ing the construction site after 26 floors had been poured. 
with $17 million in liens against it, the project has a deep 
hole to return from before construction can be restarted, 
and the original project is completely defunct.  The build-
ing as it exists cannot be viably finished out, due to the 12 
stories of parking that take up half of the structure -  the 
upper 14 floors could never generate enough revenue to 
operate in the black.  However, its location makes it infa-
mous in the city - every Chicagoan knows of its failure.
Waterview tower is an ideal site to test a system of tem-
porary occupation.
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This map and diagram illustrates the existing conditions 
of the waterview site.  The north and east facade are 
exposed to the city, and thus these became the focus 
of the masking operation.  Locations for the vertical 
circulation system also were determined.
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The construction site continues to occupy a lane of clark street, 
as well as the sidewalk on Wacker drive, furthering its invasion 
on the public.  This occupation of the public right of way gives 
reason for the project to extrude the spaces occupied vertically, 
allowing the new system to also overtake those space in the 
air and return some piece of them to the public at ground level.
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These diagrams illustrate both the programmatic and 
architectural strategies for the waterview site.
architecturally:  the strategy for enclosing this 
building is about creating a dual-layer facade that 
thickens and bleeds back into the building, allowing 
for occupation.  The exterior portion of the skin is 
pushed beyond the existing building surface, creat-
ing space within it for lateral and vertical circulation 
and mechanical systems.  It is the main system for 
enclosure.  The interior wall system is far simpler, 
only needing to enclose and provide some amount of 
insulation barrier.
programmatically: the program remained similar 
to the original proposals.  The only addition was a 
charter school for the arts.  This school would be 
staffed by the artists-in-residence, and would being 
to create a connection for the Chicago public school 
system in the downtown area, one of the major goals 
of the Chicago 20-year plan.  The program elements 
became stratified vertically by the floor plates.
The diagrams on the next pages illustrate initial 
proposals for the actual spaces as they move up 
through the building.  The circulation remained inde-
pendent from the existing structure and the occupa-
tion was focused on only the north and east sides 
for the same reasons - the occupation should only 
take up much of the existing building as necessary, 
thus allowing construction to potential restart and 
continue independent of the system.
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conceptual renderings of the skin system and the programmed interior
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After the last review before the final presentation, several issues with both the programmatic and physical approaches arose.  The criticism of the architectural approach was that the 
skin system was adapting too directly to the singular site - the slanting of the skin to induct light into the north side of the building, the variance inherent in the system - these things 
suggested the creation of a one-off, custom skin, rather than a prototypical application of a universal system.  The programmatic approach was criticized because of its desire to solve 
all the programmatic relationships fully - it was reaching too far for permanence in terms of the temporality of the project.  
As the project moved forward into final design production, it became focused architecturally on the creation of a skin system that can adapt to different building types, rather than on 
the one-off application of the system on the Waterview site.  Programmatically, the approach became much looser, maintaining the interest in temporary urban housing and a charter 
school in temporary space, but relaxing from the constraints of the artist-in-residency for the final presentation.
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final design documentation
circulation:  Two points of vertical circulation serve the upper 
floors of the occupation.  Two elevators and a stair core off of 
wacker drive serve as the main/public entry, while the second-
ary freight elevator and stair core on clark street serve a more 
private function.
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parking entry
NOMADIC URBAN HOUSING
URBAN CHARTER SCHOOL
ROOFTOP CONTAINER GARDEN
CITY PARKING FACILITY
program:  As vacancy is directly related to the fluctuation of the economy, 
the bulk of the program is a nomadic urban housing, which can expand 
and contract according to necessity.  The existing parking structure would 
be activated.  A temporary 1-year charter school would existing in the 
top floors of the structure, and the rooftop would provide both private 
and public outdoor space as well as container garden plots that could be 
utilized by either tenants or students of the school.
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plan - ground level
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plan - housing
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MEDIA HUB/INTERACTIVE LIBRARY
COMMONS SPACE - LOUNGE AND STUDY
OFFICES/ADMINISTRATION
CLASSROOMS/STUDIOS
STORAGE
final design documentation
plan - charter school
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plan - rooftop container garden
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HOUSING SYSTEM CAN EXPAND THROUGH FLOORS AS NECESSARY
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SYSTEM PROVIDES VERTICAL AND LATERAL CIRCULATION SYSTEM 
INDEPENDENT OF EXISTING STRUCTURE
full building section and north elevation
final design documentation
TRANSVERSE SECTION     SCALE: 1’=1/4”
NORTH ELEVATION    SCALE: 1’=1/4”
TRANSVERSE SECTION     SCALE: 1’=1/4”
NORTH ELEVATION    SCALE: 1’=1/4”
final design documentation
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MECHANICAL AND VENTILATION SYSTEMS INDEPENDENT TO SYSTEM
CHASED BETWEEN EXTERIOR CATWALK AND EXISTING STRUCTURE
DETAIL WALL SECTION    SCALE: 1”= 1’
detail skin section
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DUCTWORK SUSPENDED FROM CATWALK
FORCED AIR SYSTEM INTO EACH UNIT
PLUMBING FED INTO CHASE BETWEEN KITCHEN AND BATH UNITS
PIPES EXTEND TO EDGE OF EXISTING TO CHASE
mechanical systems are provided for within the 
skin system.  The attachment of the exterior 
portion of the skin to the structural grid allows 
for a gap between the two.  This gap becomes 
the chase for the mechanical and plumbing 
systems.  The kitchen and bath units have 
combined plumbing systems that chase down 
together.  The hvac system is suspended from 
the catwalk above and uses a forced air system 
into each unit.
final design documentation
         ADJUSTS TO VARYING FLOOR TO FLOOR HEIGHTS, INCREASING TYPE AND RANGE OF OCCUPIABLE SPACES
RANGE: 4’ (FULLY CLOSED FOR TRANSPORT/STORAGE) --> 12’ MAXIMUM EXTENTS
SK
IN
 A
DA
PT
AT
IO
N:
Skin system adapts to different buildings by collapsing and 
expanding vertically using an accordion system of panels.  It 
collapses completely to under four feet for transport and stor-
age and can expand to 12’ to accommodate a variety of floor 
to floor heights.  Double height spaces can even be spanned 
by attaching two panels together. 
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project as viewed from across chicago river
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entry on wacker drive
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street level, lasalle street bridge
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catwalk, residential floor
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final model, illustrating a section of the skin system and the entry level condition on wacker drive
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This is by no means a final solution.   What has been presented in the previous pages is simply a solution among many.  A thesis is 
meant to raise many new questions, not just pose a single one and seek out a solution; in this sense, I consider the contents of this 
book a success.
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final reflections
Are you proposing a new type of development, independent of the current system?
Overall, yes.  The database for vacancy and the temporary occupation system proposed both turn the other cheek to current development cycles.  The database 
requests a different type of commitment from building owners and managers -- one that doesn’t rely on solidarity of single occupants but rather on the idea that 
any filled space is a market success.  It requires a looser interpretation of the tenant/landlord agreement, and a more fluid interpretation of what the universal 
spaces we create are capable of housing.  It looks to further not only the market and those on top (developers, managers, owners) but also to provide opportu-
nities for other groups to access what become one of the most common commodities in the world - space.  The temporary skin system for unfinished buildings 
challenges the construction and development model as well as the market model.  The concept that construction could continue while the building is partially 
occupied isn’t unique to this situation - Goettsch Partners did it with the Blue Cross Blue Shield building in Chicago - but the challenge seems to arise when the 
discussion switches to the completion of a building that has no occupancy aside from this addended system.  This system then could propose a different take 
to restarting construction on such sites.  The typical model is to funnel millions of dollars into the project immediately and build as efficiently as possible, but 
that is primarily based on the fact that the site is only losing money until it is able to be occupied.  Thus, if the occupation, albeit temporary, is generating some 
amount of revenue, construction could have an agenda less focused on speed of completion and more on completion as money is available and as time allows. 
What is the duration of this execution?
This system was designed with the idea of temporality in mind - but the final design of the skin could allow for a more permanent application.  What is tem-
porary though?  I always considered the final prototypical application to be at least a two year commitment to the system, due to the cost of application, but if 
around two years is the minimum, what becomes the maximum duration?
Could this system be integrated into the eventual completed building rather than dismantled?
The previous two questions lead into this.  If the maximum duration is undefined, it leads the discussion that there isn’t a maximum.  The system, I believe could 
be integrated into a new design solution for completion of the structure, staying as a part of the new facade or inspiring that new facade’s appearance.  In the 
same manner, the system itself could expand to encompass all the of the existing structure if necessary, leaving the opportunity for vertical growth independent 
of the lower existing portion.  
If it is temporary, why doesn’t it look cheaper?
Why is it automatically assumed that anything that is temporary is therefore throwaway?  This is one of the questions that drove me to ever begin this process 
- the idea of a throwaway building is becoming more and more prevalent in our already instant-gratification driven society.  What doesn’t work is torn down or 
abandoned in light of the newer, shinier competition.  The idea of this skin system is not as throwaway, but as something that remains relevant through different 
cycles, site applications, climates, etc.  While the housing may be temporary in its current location, it is still a permanent fixture in reality.  Why shouldn’t things 
that are intended for reuse and reapplication be treated with the same permanence and care of design as a building built to last for centuries?
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